First Draft of the “Roadmap for Materials”

Please Note:

The deadline for commenting and providing input is 7th of January 2015. You can use the discussion page on http://wiki-emmc.org to comment or start a discussion.

Summary

The Road Map recognises the importance of making advances in materials modelling to support the competitiveness of European industry. It strives to identify gaps and actions to address them based on a rich input from and discussion between the different stakeholder communities organised in the European Materials Modelling Council. The stakeholders cover the whole spectrum of Material Modelling Community in Europe:

- Industrial end-users (manufacturers)
- Software owners
- Translators
- Modellers

The wide European stakeholder consultations conducted within EMMC proposes that the EU LEIT Work Programme 2016-2017 should be used to exploit the materials models that exist and focus on successful transfer to the industry to capitalise on the enormous potential and to support this with coordinating networks, integration with business processes, a modelling market place and validation facilities.
1 Introduction

This Road Map is elaborated by the European Materials Modelling Council (EMMC [1]). The EMMC has the goal to network all existing activities happening in the field of materials modelling. The aim of the council is to establish current and forward looking complementary activities necessary to bring the field of material modelling closer to the demands of manufacturers (both small and large enterprises) in Europe.

How was the Road Map elaborated and endorsed?

While elaborating the Review of Materials Modelling a database for the beneficiaries in 75 NMP projects with materials modelling WPs was created. The coordinator, Modelling WP leader and participants but also the industrial partners formed an initial database of 500 names. These people were invited to share their views. 85 people representing various stakeholders submitted input in advance of the meeting in writing and 75 people attended the Policy meeting in February 2014 held in Covent Garden, Brussels.

The views were written down in a Report "Materials Modelling: Where do we want to go" published on the LEIT website [2].

The EMMC was created and people who volunteered started various working groups (WG) on topics of their interest and the teams elaborated Discussion Notes as pre-runner of a Road Map (these are available on the EMMC website[1]).

In the summer of 2014, the database was enlarged and cleaned, keeping interested partners only. This resulted in a database of 600 people who were invited to comment on the Discussion Notes. Some 108 people accepted the invitation to come to Brussels on the 5th of November 2014 and discussed and adopted the present priorities for Europe.

This was written up in this draft Road Map. It is published on the EMMC website [1] for comments and feedback.

(Note that the EMMC RoadMap will be re-newed and updated in the coming two years to generate the next EMMC Road Map by the end of 2017.)

2 Objectives and Vision

The ultimate goal is that materials modelling and simulation will become an integral part of product life cycle management in European industry, thereby making a strong contribution to enhanced innovation and competitiveness on a global level.

To achieve this objective, the EMMC has so far identified a number of core activities that go beyond the traditional quest toward merely better, more accurate models, but also reaches out to other crucial elements such as open simulation platforms, information infrastructure, business decision support, databases, multiscale coupling science, education and translation activities, validation and material model market place.
The vision of the EMMC is that only when considering all these elements together sufficient synergies between all elements can be created to address the most challenging questions in material modelling today and the future. One of the central visions of the EMMC is to enable manufacturers to utilise modelling in their business discussion support cycle, much as this is done today with experiments. The aim is to bring material modelling one step closer to manufacturers and to better integrate materials modelling into industrial processes. There are many challenges that lie along the way, some of them are addressed by this road map, and many more will certainly be unravelled in the future. This road map serves as a starting point and is to be a strong basis to ignite further long lasting activities within the material modelling community and beyond in Europe.

3 Where are we today?

The development of new materials and their optimal use across industries is a significant innovation driver and a key factor for the success and sustainability of the industry and European society in general.

Today, large and small companies rely on numerical simulations to effectively and efficiently design and engineer new products and thus minimise the need for expensive and time consuming prototyping and testing. Furthermore, the potential of materials modelling as a driver for radical increase in speed of product design and radical decrease in cost of manufacturability and in-use performance is recognised by manufacturing companies across Europe (SME’s and large corporations alike). In a tough, highly volatile and competitive market environment, speed-to-market is critical, especially for companies that need to put differentiated products on the market every year. Materials modelling-led product innovation can be a key differentiator for success in such competitive markets.

While applications to both material and manufacturing process design have been demonstrated, modelling today is not always the essential tool in commercial development because modelling tools are often seen as difficult to use, not accurate enough, or unable to get answers to very specific questions. There remain a number of technical challenges to develop predictive models that are easy in use and affordable yet accurate enough to enable the desired novel product design.

Numerical simulation in industry today is mostly dominated by Structural Mechanics (SM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solved by Finite Element or Finite Volume Analysis, and these continuum models form part of the Product Lifecycle Management/Computer Aided Engineering (PLM/CAE) process. This simulation of manufacturing processes, devices and products started more than 50 years ago, is mature and served by a limited number of multi-billion dollars software companies.

The influence of the chemical material composition and structure on the macroscopic performance of the end-product is usually not taken into account in detail in such PLM/CAE methods. The continuum models for products and processes need to be linked to discrete models applied to finer scales to give accurate results. More and more companies have recently started using discrete (electronic/atomistic/mesoscopic) materials modelling to include more detail in their simulations. With the increasing importance of materials for the European competitiveness and sustainability, it is
urgent today to develop the materials modelling community, to mature the tools for an effective and efficient use across various industry sectors and application areas and to facilitate industrial exploitation.

It takes 10 to 15 years to move academic software to marketable software. There is hence a need to produce more industry ready software by academic modellers and to stimulate the transfer of academic software to industry. A common weakness in today’s software lifetime is the discontinuity that might take place when the initial developers (Ph.D., post-docs, ...) leave the development team, or when the software moves from academia to commercial software owners. Another issue in software exploitation today, which can be a bottleneck when transferring or using software from academia to industry, is the software licensing scheme, which in many cases is too restrictive.

Much development in modelling and its application in industry are hindered by lack of communication and interaction between different modelling communities that may have similar problems. This leads to severe waste of resources and limited use of modellers by manufacturers. The communication needs to be increased and another avenue to connect the stakeholders is required.

The gap in awareness, knowledge and skills and the lack of information about new developments and best practices are factors that hamper industry to unlock the potential benefit of current materials modelling technology fully. There is plenty of evidence that important and impact full topics can be addressed with already existing materials modelling technology and knowledge. However, in manufacturing companies modelling is typically within the realms of R&D departments and modelling is not yet used in daily operations. Industrial scientists do not have the resources and skills to translate business problems into problems that can be solved by materials modelling. Manufacturing "end-users", in particular SMEs, quite often have a lack of expertise that prevents them from integrating the materials modelling into their development and production work-flows reliably. There is hence a need for new players who have the ability to translate industrial problems into cases to be simulated.

There is currently a lack of acceptance of materials models and model systems due to a lack of validation. In particularly in conservative fields such as aerospace and health, lengthy certification processes would be required. There is a need to establish a trusted process to incorporate more models into the materials design and manufacturing processes. A tight connection between the materials models and experimental characterisation needs to be established to allow modellers to update/enhance their models and to communicate the quality boundaries of the model to the end-users. Influence of the quality of one model on results of subsequent models if used in a multi-model chain should be documented and communicated for industry relevant scenarios.

Numerous modern numerical methods and software packages have been developed both by academic and industrial parties that, today, allow fast and reliable simulations of many material properties and systems thus allowing modelling of a large variety of technological processes. The number of key players and stakeholders engaged in various modelling activities, including electronic, atomistic, mesoscopic and continuum models (e/a/m/c) in Europe is rather huge. The explosion of the number of models (and the data related to models) makes it difficult to find the most relevant
solutions in a timely manner and it is often unclear which models, and which software tools are available for a particular physics/chemistry problem. There is currently no common platform that manages the materials data and knowledge infrastructure.

In addition models need to be linked to describe all relevant phenomena. One also needs to consider the interoperability between materials models and between experimental and numerical simulations and how they can be integrated. This will present an added value to the workflow of material design and is poised to increase the reliability of modelling. Materials models and databases can then be integrated in business decision support systems. In order to achieve this, the current lack of interoperability and standards should be alleviated. Linking requires transferring of data and knowledge from one scale and model to another and demands an efficient management of data, including publishing, validating, linking, archiving and retrieving of modelling data and knowledge in a well-structured and standard form.

Successfully addressing these challenges will allow to reduce the time to market and development costs of differentiated product offerings leading to major benefits and enhanced competitiveness for the European industry base as a whole in a global economy.

4 Stakeholders

4.1 Manufacturers

This group represents the interests of (current and future) end-users of materials modelling in small and large European manufacturing industry. It gathers key company representatives across industrial sectors, from consumer goods to industrial chemicals, from polymers to alloys etc.

The objective of this stakeholder group is to clearly articulate commercial end-users needs to introduce materials modelling into their business cycle. Actions will be taken in order to identify key areas of company interest for materials modelling solutions and how those can be achieved and act as a sounding board and participate in European consultation initiatives.

4.2 Translators

Translators are new actors on the scene and the role of the Translators needs to be developed fully in the future, so here we give a first definition of their role.

Translators start from an industrial problem and identify a workflow for its solution by using materials modelling. The primary stakeholder within industry interested in a modelling is usually the R&D unit, but the industrial problem is usually set by the high level management or the sales unit. In order to detail the definition of the Translators role in problem solving, it is therefore necessary to understand the industrial context of the problem to be solved, as the context defines the necessary quality attributes of a solution to a problem. These quality attributes will always include time to solution and money to be invested in order to get the solution. Savings in these two attributes are usually mandatory for the usage of modelling at all.

The role of Translators includes the identification of all quality attributes, or at least the most important ones, within the language of the context of the technical industrial problem. This includes
non-technical cost measures, like the influence of the solution on the pricing of a final product, and
time to market.

In order to translate the technical industrial problem to a modelling workflow, Translators need
broad background knowledge of existing models and software and their capabilities. This core
competence allows Translators to identify within the industrial (sub-)problems where modelling and
simulation can really make a difference in terms of the quality attributes of a solution to be
developed.

Translators are not bound to specific models or software tools; they do their best to identify the best
possible tools to be integrated into a modelling workflow. Modelling Software tools, as to be used
within the simulation workflow, may include data driven models beside materials modelling software
based on predictive scientific models. Translators are aware of the fact that not every aspect of a
technical industrial problem may be casted into predictive models, most often for complexity
reasons.

Translators develop and implement methodologies for using materials models workflows, including
identification of necessary characterization of materials via properties or data. This may include
software components connecting models operating on different scales as technical industrial
problems usually call for a multi scale modelling approach. Also important is the validation of specific
models used at various steps in the process, not only to validate the tools but also to build
confidence in the materials modelling at the industrial work floor.

Within the implementation phase of these workflows at industrial sites, usually within the R&D units,
a training guide for industrial operators using these methodologies will be developed. Translators are
aware of the fact that industrial problems to be solved by modelling and simulation are usually
subject to change (and sometimes very rapidly). This applies to the technical problem as well as to
the industrial context. Translators support this by change of management of requirements. The role
of Translators covers the back-translation of the results obtained by modelling and simulation
workflows into the quality and cost attributes defined within the industrial context. The technical
quality attributes are commonly referred as Key Performance Indicators (KPI). However, in an
industrial context business related measures like pricing, time to solution and sometimes even
regulatory issues are usually as important as the KPI’s. The credibility of Translators is based on
neutral support to implement the appropriated methodology independently from software or
suppliers. Best practice guide, evidence on trusting, successful case studies and examples of
multiscale modelling methodologies for industrial problem solving are the information provided and
elaborated by Translators (in the EMMC platform) to convince, with clear neutrality, manufacturers
to adopt the multiscale approach.

4.3 Software Owners

Software owners are defined as those stakeholders (academic or commercial) who actively make
their software available to third parties by a wide range of licensing schemes. This stakeholder group
includes academic software owners who offer their software freely as open source code, and
proprietary software owners who sell their software to industry. A key objective of software owners
is the transfer of materials models to end users, in particular in manufacturing industry.
The Software Owners group will establish guidance on how academic software can be transferred to the manufacturing industry. Licensing policies, standards and software documentation will be discussed and recommendations made. The group will identify where the current policies and programmes are supporting the academic and proprietary software owners and where there are gaps.

4.4 Modellers

This stakeholder group consists of the developers of materials electronic, atomistic, mesoscopic and continuum models and respective solvers, as well as developers of coupling and linking schemes. As such the stakeholders are organised in sub-groups representing these various aspects.

The scope of the stakeholder groups encompasses two main tracks of efforts: on the one hand, the stimulation of improved and wider exploitation of existing models, and on the other, the analysis of the state of the art and establishment of a road map for further research necessary for the development of new or improved, more accurate, reliable (yet computationally feasible) models of industrial relevance.

4.5 Council: stakeholder organisation

There is a need for an overarching organisation that will build up the constituency and networking the relevant stakeholders. The materials modelling community consists of many stakeholders (manufacturers/end-users, electronic/atomistic/mesoscopic/continuum), open source/proprietary software owners, service providers/translator etc). There is a need for increased interaction between these stakeholders so that they can stimulate exploitation of materials modelling and can establish Road Maps to guide the necessary developments in the field.
5  Key topics needing action

In order to exploit the academic materials models that exist there should be a focus on successful transfer to the industry of the enormous potential. The EMMC identified four key topics (and their subtopics) that need attention at this moment:

5.1  Coordinating Network

There is a need for a coordination network in materials modelling that can support

- Development of the role of translators
- Establishing road maps for model development
- Coordination of existing activities on interoperability of software and operational simulation platform developments in Europe
- Design of a system of databases
- Design of case studies demonstrating the industrial potential
- Stimulation of academic software exploitation

5.2  Integration of Materials Modelling in Business Processes

The use of materials modelling in industry models in decision making requests that models provide results validated in the operational practice. These models need to be integrated with business decision approaches to enhance effective decision making.

5.3  Market Modelling Place

There is a need for a Materials Modelling Hub, a platform for the information exchange on key issues concerning materials modelling and its industrial application. This platform should enable exploring possibilities of materials modelling approaches and should offer novel solutions to the entire European material modelling community. The creation of the corresponding informational environment and infrastructure is crucial for a smooth and rapid transform of the contemporary and future scientific knowledge and modelling experience to the industrial clients (and thus to the society in general). The insufficiency of information links between the areas of fundamental material modelling and their potential applicants (beneficiaries) represent at present one of the major obstacles for further progress of material science. There is therefore an overarching need for the development of a system that integrates the materials modelling components. A Modelling Market Place containing databases and libraries of models and data, validation information, educational resources, model selectors, benchmarking possibilities and advice for workflows will fill this need. Such a system will assist and further strengthen R&D foundations in Europe ensuring its continued leadership in advanced technology and modelling.

5.4  Validation of Materials Models

Industry requires validated material model workflows and validation is requested of the models in an industrial context, as the context defines the quality attributes of the solution. These quality attributes should include technical as well as business (like time to solution and money to be
invested) aspects as all those quality attributes are an integral part of a Business Decision Support System. A facility to develop and coordinate the necessary characterisation and validation methodologies is needed.

Each of these key- and subtopics will now be discussed in separate chapters, where the objectives, the requirements that must be met and the actions that are needed in order to realise the objectives for detailed topics supporting the objectives will be outlined.

6 Integration of Materials Modelling into Business Decision Support Systems

6.1 Where do we want to get?

In order to better integrate materials modelling into industrial processes and bring modelling on the critical path of commercial development, a Business Decision Support System (BDSS) is needed.

In a global context, making well-thought out decisions on which business strategy to follow and how to best serve more demanding customers is a very complicated process. It requires making choices between multiple options both on the commercial as well as the technical side of the business. A business requires, at every operational level, answers to specific questions for making decisions that minimize risk and maximize the success rate of actions. In the Kick-off meeting of the EMMC the MAN stakeholders expressed the need and requirements as follows:

BDSS is one of the key needs of the industrial and manufacturing process. It should address key challenges such as how to connect across different business units and different functions to make better decisions with known cost implications. The business case for this is clear: it implies essential savings in time and money, especially if it can eliminate the need for (some) plant trials.

BDSS applies IT tools to process "big-science & technology and business data" into smart options for data driven decision making that can strengthen the agility of companies, particularly SME's.

BDSS will integrate materials models in combination with empirical information to address various industrial problems based on a combination of simulated potential technical options with the commercial decision making process. Market trends, pricing, customer needs and demands are some of the additional criteria for selecting a specific technical solution tailored to an identified process or product need. BDSS will be based on a flexible integration of various materials model types adapted to industry selected challenges that in combination with business criteria define the technically possible and commercially most attractive solution.
The structure of the integrated tools follows this philosophy: *start from the outcome (perhaps a certain consumer-desirable property) and then back-engineer the physical, processing, and additional requirements that lead up to that end-goal.* There will be the need to define standards and a high level language/set of parameters, so that this is the backbone of the integration step. Elements could ideally be provided by different companies and or academic partners.

All components are to be integrated into a single workflow, so that all components are independent, but connected to each other. This philosophy allows for flexibility of application to different industrial sectors (where the individual components of the workflow may be necessarily different). In doing so we should mirror the operational framework of a company - including all stages of product development. Once all stages are clear, there is scope for a multi-criteria optimisation - one might want to drive decision as we balance all business needs (optimised performance and cost-efficiency). Multi-criteria optimisation of the workflow will be necessary.

Specific SME requirements need to be taken into account. SMEs need to be focused on the delivery of the outcome. They will ask for the following four key questions:

1. What is the outcome?
2. How much does the tool cost?
3. How much does a specific solution cost?
4. What is the risk associated with it?

Quantifying the "risk" becomes a priority, especially for SME use.

The need is to target the modelling tools around the end-users, who may not be necessarily modelling experts. In other words this is about "democratisation" of the integrated modelling tools - the importance is putting the end-user at the centre so that it’s easy to use and develop for the (generalist) end-user.

We need to ask: *who will use the model: scientists or decision makers?* Also how can we include inputs and requirements across business functions (e.g. supply chain and marketing)? One key need is to integrate the market opportunity into product development process.

The desirable output is a **predictive tool**. Something that can be used to ask the "what if" question, and run hypothetical scenarios, which include both the technical and the market inputs for a holistic decision making process. As we link with the technical analysis, the output will be the analogue of a SAT NAV for the making a decision.

One necessary step is to validate the models against measurements, existing data and real financial arguments (see also the Validation sections). Only this way the model can be trusted. The need is there for a full validation exercise, based on data provided and shared by companies and academics alike.

**The large company perspective:**

The purpose is to drive the business to the next level and demonstrate the business case across the value chain. In fact, the value chain provides essential part of the product proposition. One challenge
is the integration of trusted methodology across the value chain of third parties. **Unified/agreed standards may be the answer.** Lots of models already exist, and they can only be used for what they were developed for. There is a need of predictive capabilities to convey summary information to top management for decision making purposes. We need two outputs:

1. validated science analysis, and  
2. integrated design environment.

### 6.2 How do we get there?

The future of the European industry depends on a strong European-based materials modelling capacity. Such leadership can be expressed and fostered by a funding policy that supports materials modelling-enabled business growth.

Today, it is feasible to apply IT tools to process "big -science & technology and business- data" into smart options for data driven decision making that can strengthen the agility of companies, particularly SME’s. Two important challenges need to be addressed to bring materials modelling to a next level of industrial use.

1. Easy and flexible integration of existing materials models in combination with empirical information to address various industrial problems is a first challenge. Many technical challenges have a complicated multi-variable nature. It typically requires the use of multiple models, each of which may have limited applicability or accuracy. Even then, additional empirical information is often necessary to achieve realistic solutions to the challenge.

2. The second challenge is the combination of simulated potential technical options with the commercial decision making process. Market trends, pricing, customer needs and demands are some of the additional criteria for selecting a specific technical solution tailored to an identified process or product need.

Hence there is an industrial need for the development and implementation of methodologies for flexible integration of various materials model types adapted to industry selected challenges that in combination with business criteria, define the technically possible and commercially most attractive solution. These needs can be greatly assisted by the EMMC Material Modleing Marketplace (MMP) and Open Simulation Platform (OSP) activities.

**Translators** may assist in setting up Business Decision Support Systems and may implement software components necessary within a BDSS. This is one way to fulfil the Translators role. The setup of technical aspects of an industrial problem, which has successfully been mapped to a multiscale modelling workflow, within a BDSS is a model of the KPI's as functional of the multiscale modelling state variables. Business oriented quality attributes may depend on the multiscale modelling state variables as well since for instance costs and processing time usually depend on the material variant currently used within the modelling workflow. As a consequence, a business decision support system needs to be able to optimize multiple criteria. Translators advice optimization methodologies in order to solve the (Pareto-) optimization problem; i.e. identify the best possible compromises between usually conflicting quality attributes. As these solutions are usually not unique, what if
scenarios could be discussed for instance between sales and R&D since optimal technical properties
might violate business roles and vice versa, supported by visual exploration tools of the optimal
compromises. It is important for Translators while setting up a BDSS to assess and reflect within their
proposed BDSS setup the decision making process within the industry. This is not unique. While in
large companies, with dedicated R&D, sales and higher level management, decision making involves
several internal hierarchies, in SMEs the decisions are quite often taken by a small and less formal
group of people. In an industrial context, irrespective of size of company, risk analysis of a decision is
a common and necessary practice. While it is hard for Translators to evaluate the risk of a change of
the industrial context of the problem they are working on, for the model based performance
evaluation there is a possible solution: once error estimators for the multiscale modelling states are
available, these error estimators could be turned into risk estimators for the performance indicators
and are therefore based on materials modelling. The incorporation of business oriented quality and
risk attributes call for open interfaces of a BDSS for the integration of purely business oriented
context attributes by industry. However, optimization solvers using all quality attributes are an
integral part of BDSS software platforms. Moreover, the human resource investment is key business
decision factor for the integration of multiscale modelling in industrial Engineering or R&D
departments of the end-users/companies. The Translators support the education of this new figure
based on lesson-learned with basic training and training on-job.

6.3 Actions

Short term actions

- Develop case studies, where integration of different modelling levels (e.g. data modelling,
  physical modelling, and supply chain inputs) have led to successful decisions.
- Industry players already have modelling success stories which are only present in the
  "company inside" literature. Ways should be sought to communicate these to the right level
  stakeholders and decision makers. Such a communication can be achieved using the Material
  Modeling Marketplace (EMMC-MMP) platform.
- Case studies are to be released and shared, as success stories. This will be a useful exercise to
  promote this activity and best practice across different business sectors.
- In view of supporting the EMMC initiative what would help is a clear statement from
  companies involved with the MAN group, to make it visible. This provides good PR for
  management, especially when it is articulated into business relevant case studies. Modelling
  is not to be confined into a separate section - but integral part of the decision making
  process.

Translators can provide:

- Best Practices with clear KPI and ROI
- Initial design of a BDSS: workflows, best practices, Pareto-optimizers

Material Modeling Market Place can provide:
place to store and archive case studies
- a system to extract multivariable correlations for business decision systems
- store and facilitate the communication of educational resources for training
- access to databases of knowledge and expertise to support the BDSS and translation process
- facilitate the forming of collaborations between different stakeholders
- facilitate the implementation of new workflow

Medium and long term actions

EMMC recognises that no single company is currently considering financing such a big commitment. Therefore there is the need for sponsoring this activity at a higher level - either at Member State or at the EU level. Education is key and we would encourage the EC to promote education towards this goal.

A RIA is recommended for the initial design of a BDSS: workflows, best practices in the medium term, followed by the development of a software platform for BDSS, interfaces to model software integration and convenient set up of KPI models; multivalued optimisation problem solver integration.

7 Translation

7.1 Where do we want to get?

Industry will need access to players who have the ability to translate industrial problems into cases to be simulated. These stakeholders should be able to bridge the innovation valley of death starting from the side of the industrial innovation hill by using materials modelling and simulation. This includes the closure of the "language gap" between industrial stakeholders and scientific modellers, including training of the industrial operators during implementation of modelling and simulation at industrial R&D sites. The focus of the Translators is the industrial return on invest and the time to solution.

The primary stakeholder within industry interested in a modelling is usually the R&D unit, but the industrial problem is usually set by the high level management or the sales unit. In order to detail the definition of the Translators role in problem solving, it is therefore necessary to understand the industrial context of the problem to be solved, as the context defines the necessary quality attributes of a solution to a problem. These quality attributes will always include time to solution and money to be invested in order to get the solution. Savings in these two attributes are usually mandatory for the usage of modelling at all. The role of Translators includes the identification of all quality attributes, or at least the most important ones, within the language of the context of the technical industrial problem. This includes non-technical cost measures, like the influence of the solution on the pricing of a final product, and time to solution.

In order to translate the technical industrial problem to a modelling workflow, Translators need broad background knowledge of existing models and software and their capabilities. This core competence allows Translators to identify within the industrial (sub-)problems where modelling and simulation can really make a difference in terms of the quality attributes of a solution to be
developed. Translators are not bound to specific models or software tools, they do their best to identify the best possible tools to be integrated into a modelling workflow.

Modelling Software tools to be used within the simulation workflow, may include data driven models beside materials modelling software based on predictive scientific models. Translators are aware of the fact that not every aspect of a technical industrial problem may be cast into predictive models, most often for complexity reasons. Translators develop and implement methodologies for using materials models workflows. This may include software components connecting models operating on different scales as technical industrial problems usually call for a multi scale modelling approach. Within the implementation phase of these workflows at industrial sites, usually within the R&D units, a training guide for industrial operators using these methodologies will be developed.

Translators are aware of the fact that industrial problems to be solved by modelling and simulation are usually subject to sometimes very rapid change. This applies to the technical problem as well as to the industrial context. Translators support this by change management of requirements.

The role of Translators covers the processing of the results obtained by modelling and simulation workflows into the quality and cost attributes defined within the industrial context. The technical quality attributes are commonly referred as Key Performance Indicators (KPI). However, in an industrial context business related measures like pricing, time to solution and sometimes even regulatory issues are usually as important as the technical KPIs.

7.2 How do we get there?

The actions identified so far include

- Develop a code of conduct: trust is important. Since Translators need to gain insight into the context of the problem to be solved, a template non-disclosure agreement (NDA) might be useful.
- Document industrial success stories of translation efforts done for instance during project acquisition (big companies and SMEs)
- Retrospectively use these projects in order to identify best/worst practice communalities, set up a best practice guide for translation.
- Develop draft of a methodology for the analysis of industrial problems.
- Translation experiments: use Translators methodology in order to identify necessary improvements on the Translators methodology

7.3 Actions

A CSA is recommended to develop the role and functioning of translators.

8 Market Modelling Place

There is a need for a Materials Modelling Hub, a place for information exchange on key issues concerning materials modelling and its industrial application. There is a lack of a platform that is
focused on exploring possibilities of, and offering novel solutions to the entire European material modelling community. The creation of the corresponding informational environment and infrastructure is crucial for a smooth and rapid transform of the contemporary and future scientific knowledge and modelling experience to the industrial clients (and thus to the society in general). The insufficiency of information exchange between the areas of fundamental material modelling and their potential end-users are at present one of the major obstacles for further progress of material science. There is therefore an overarching need for a platform that manages the materials modelling infrastructure. A Modelling Market Place containing databases and libraries of models and data, validation and educational resources will fill this need. Such a platform will assist and further strengthen R&D foundations in Europe ensuring its continued leadership in advanced technology and modelling.

8.1 Where do we want to get to?

As outlined above, there is a need for increased communication and another avenue to connect the stakeholders is required. In future we envisage strongly connected communities of various stakeholders which have easy access to a Hub that provides for a vibrant digital collaboration tool with databases (of data and knowledge). The platform would also contain a model selector that helps select the right set of workflow components and a set of experimental data to validate the models in the new specific application (and therefore can be used by Translators and integrated in a BDSS). This would be completed with an explicitly named contact individual from the software owner who is responsible for producing and maintaining the model.

The Market Modelling Place (MMP) will be a platform of integrated components that leverages modern information technology paradigms to:

- connect modelling communities and components
- enable Big-data material informatics and analytics,
- facilitate collaboration and open information exchange
The MMP would contain not only databases but also other intangible resources such as education, expertise exchange, communication platform, etc., that are linked with the databases, allowing therefore easy mapping of raw and interpreted data with corresponding stakeholders and experts. It will facilitate Big-Data schemes to be employed and integrated into a business decision support systems (BDSS) by manufacturers and translators. See Figure 1 for the proposed structure of the MMP.

The various databases will be more than just a collection of data repositories; they also include knowledge regarding the models used and workflow to obtain them. It is necessary to keep these components alive by continuously updating and linking them to changing resources (expertise, case studies, etc.). MMP is therefore a gateway to material modelling and its "big-data". Systematic data mining (e.g. by artificial intelligence, model reduction, quantitative structure/activity/-property relationships, etc.) could represent a promising approach for fully exploiting the potential of collected (Big-) data.

The requirements to protect intellectual property will need to be considered. One example would be the distinction between competitive and non-competitive data. The first may have additional constraints on storage and retrieval within the MMP.

The MMP should enable coupling/linking of all components in an effective, easy and maintainable way. Standards are needed for optimal information retrieval and interoperability of different components. Standards are expected to immensely enhance the effectiveness of retrieval, archiving, exchange and reuse of the data. Coupling and linking (C&L) of models often need novel physics and chemistry. Hence C&L models need to be developed and wrappers (interface software) are needed for models and databases to talk to each other and these can be developed based on the new standards. The MMP will also enable data quality to be tested against experimental data using automatic means (artificial intelligence). Figures of merit (confidence level) and other measures need to be agreed with the stakeholders. Furthermore, the MMP will make it possible to publish data, models and early results. Each such publication on MMP will have a unique identifier that can be cited.

Benefits to stakeholders

The wide availability of a Market Place providing access to all information on material modelling and as well as possibilities for collaboration and communications will accelerate and advance material modelling design and deployment in the EU. Sharing of technical information, i.e., expertise, data repositories and standards along with advances in IT presents an immense opportunity for the modelling community, manufacturers, and software owners in EU.

Benefits to Manufacturers (MAN) include

- Mapping of available modelling activities and resources in EU
- Readily identify needs for modelling, data and expertise
- Access to translators and model developers services
- Ability to distinguish between validated and not validated models and degree of validity of various models

These benefits are expected to lead to a strong decrease of time to market and costs of development of new products.
Benefits to Translators (TRANS)

For TRANS, the MMP will offer a valuable resource as well as a channel for education and communication with MAN, repositories of best modelling case studies, white papers and best modelling approaches and standards. A requirement that the TRANS stakeholders have for MMP is that it offers:

- A communication channel
- Databases of models, software tools and materials data and uncertainty.
- Databases for case studies, white papers and webinars

Benefits to Modellers (MOD)

MMP will also provide value to MOD in a number of ways, including:

- Enhance dissemination in the academic simulation community
- End users can publish and access modelling results using the data bases and show cases
- Each publication on MMP will have a UUID/URI (unified universal ID, universal resource identifier)
- Keep track of citations with eventual publication (link UUID to DOI)
- Publish results before finalizing a paper: get cited more and early, increase competitiveness and collaboration
- Speed of outreach: reduce development time of new products
- Allow data to be reused: sustainable use of resources
- No peer review, internal ranking based on use (hits, downloading, etc) and user feedback
- Higher impact of modelling in manufacturing

8.2 How do we get there?

The MMP will require input and involvement from all stakeholders. MMP development will rely on input and collaboration with manufacturers to guarantee that the above mentioned resources and databases comply with their needs and therefore be of best practical use in the long run to the entire industrial sector in Europe. An operational simulation platform will assist by promoting the use of software wrappers that are needed for databases so they can talk to each other. The involvement of the SWO in this is desired. Translators would assist in identifying the intended audience of MMP, this makes a huge difference in the appearance of for instance a web page. Translators should also get involved in actions of the MMP.

8.3 Actions

Short term actions

Continue current EMMC-MMP actions:

- 2Q.2014: creation of a media-wiki collaborative site for the EMMC, Registration of domain name wiki-emmc.org
- 3Q.2014: Registration of the emmc.info domain name
- 3Q.2014: Kick-starting emmc.info (modest but functional website)
- 4Q.2014: Web-based registration form (php+html5) to collect initial member data found

Additional short term actions:

- 1Q.2015: Initial survey of available database and content management systems and suitability to the MMP requirements
• 1Q.2015: initial requirements and USE CASES for the future MMP site (including databases of models, data and wrappers)
• 1Q.2015: Move the wiki-emmc.org and emmc.info into one home
• 2Q.2015: Publishing new form/questionnaire for the database of actors (DBA), to be linked with the wiki and emmc.info
• 3Q.2015: Publishing the first component of the MMP: DBA
• 2015 and beyond: assembling and coordinating existing activities related to the wrapper and databases requirements and operations within EMMC
• 1Q.2015 MMP will start investigating the IT behind existing databases and start designing a common interface (experiment on wiki-emmc.org and emmc.info)
• 3Q.2015: Meta-database of models (input, software descriptions, stakeholders)
• 4Q.2015: linking the model database to the DBA: first version of the marketplace

Medium and long term actions

• A CSA is needed for assembling and coordinating activities starting from 2016/2017.
• RIA projects or one big IA are needed to implement a set of standardised, clustered databases.
• In the CSA action:
  o Concentrate on assembling and coordinating existing activities related to the resources and database of wrapper operations for simulations and databases.
• Support from EU projects with materials modelling Work Packages to provide data for the various parts of the MMP and to contribute to discussion and the structure of the databases, data standards and data managing (archiving, linking, publishing, retrieving, metadata schemes, analytics, etc.)
• Encourage projects to allocate resources for specialized computer scientists and software engineers
• It is recommended that the EU stimulates to include elements of data mining and statistics (based on databases) in combination with scientific and engineering tasks
• It is recommended that the EU encourages EU projects to collaborate with the EU-MMP and that they recommend that new projects results should be uploaded or linked within the MMP site
• A model selector of the MMP is to be designed and agreed with all stakeholders

9 Design of a System of Databases

9.1 Where do we want to get?

The overarching goal of the EMMC in this domain is to establish leadership in "sharing data across modelling fields". Subfields of modelling as well as experimental science will develop increasingly mature databases for their own fields. In these databases, both simulated and experimental data are gathered. A de facto standard for data (including models, input and output) should make it easier to maintain such databases and leverage enough momentum for their use. Nevertheless, internal structures and data formats are driven by the individual community and the believe is that the subfield databases should remain structured as the subfield has designed them to satisfy their purpose. Moreover, each field is still organised as an isolated data repository, largely isolated from other fields, gathering data remains largely unavailable to the other subfields and these subfields are
until now not communicating enough. Scientific results are published in written form. Some publishers do allow a certain amount of supporting data. Nevertheless, the raw data itself is not available for further use and interpretations.

The long term goal is to establish an exchange/interpreter of databases that for a specific material gives e.g. the electronic structure, atomic nuclei positions, particle/grain and continuum behaviour. This goal will pave the way to establish a holistic modelling approach and thus produce realistic predictions of materials behaviour under real world conditions. Key is that these subfield activities and databases will be co-ordinated so that available data become visible to all stakeholders in all subfields. A structured exchange should be generated and supported based on an exchange methodology to interpret and share the information in the different subfields. This should alleviate the current incompatibility or incompleteness of the set of distributed databases.

9.2 How do we get there?

- Databases
  The proposed approach is in incremental small realistic steps, taken one at a time. Databases are a sensitive issue and there is a need to grow trust which in its turn will reach wide participation. Two databases are proposed, one for simulation data and one for experimental data. Reproducibility of simulation data is not always guaranteed, especially if the applications or hardware used to generate it originally changed. It was suggested that virtual machine would be created to archive not only the data and related models, but the software (and the original operating environment) that was used to generate it. First the end user specifications for the databases are to be established and then the scientific requirements and software requirements will relate to workflow in multi-model simulations, open simulation platform and standardisation (see respective chapters).

  - Requirements and design of database with simulation data.
    This activity addresses the technical task of cataloguing what exists, without the wish to restructure any subfield!
    Step 1: Database of simulations (metadata only: code and input)
    The first step is a co-ordination of databases in subfields. Gathering information on already available data and making this visible to all stakeholders in all subfields is to be stimulated.
    Step 2: Gold Databases of simulations (input, code, raw output data)
    Step 3: Database of Materials properties
    Timeline: 2017 at the earliest

  - Requirements and design of database with characterisation data (raw data)
    Step 1: Interface modellers-experimentalists
    a) Inventory of existing characterisation databases for interest for validation of models (database types and content)
    b) Modellers define guidance for data needed for validation of their models
    Step 2: Elaboration of the characterisation database

- An exchange methodology should be elaborated to interpret and share the information in the different subfields so that a structured exchange is generated and supported. One of the goals is to establish methodologies to collate the data, interface and exchange information.
This should alleviate the current incompatibility or incompleteness of the set of distributed databases.

- Requirements and Design of Website facilitating beta testing of codes under development
  *Timeline: earliest 2018-2019*
- Design of tools for interpretations of raw characterisation data
- Requirements and Design of tools for validation of constitutive equations
- Case studies with examples on how these databases function for dissemination

### 9.3 Actions

The development of the databases is proposed to be part of the CSA on networking for the initial design and to be part of RIAs or an IA for the new market modelling place.

The CSA should take on the role to actively stimulate the filling of the database.
10 Model Development

10.1 Where do we want to get?

Better, more accurate, reliable and efficient models and methods

Developing more realistic, i.e. more reliable, physics/chemistry based models to generate the data is of great importance. The lack of predictive modelling, along with the lack of efficient methods and easy-to-use applications is one of the biggest gaps of all hindering more industrial use of modelling. For example, a survey of existing models and their capabilities (taxonomy) for mesoscopic models is being conducted. This activity highlights the need for databases as a mechanism to identify gaps. There is a wide agreement that an analysis of necessary material model development for specific problems relevant to industry needs to be conducted.

In industry we need to link models describing phenomena at small scale (e/a/m models) to the device/application (continuum models). Widening separate models and linking and coupling should go hand in hand. Reliable coupling and linking recipes for materials modelling are often as sophisticated as the individual models themselves. Infrastructure to enable the linking and coupling, especially open simulation platforms (OSP) and integration is much needed as it will enable such coupling and linking (C&L). Existing knowledge (models, data, characterization and validation) is part of the process of materials modelling, hence in addition to the need from an open simulation platform, a need exists for an integrated system with databases.

A workflow hierarchy is proposed that should be promote to bring modelling closer to business decision support systems and use in industry

1. Models and model development: leads to database of models and simulation data
2. Coupling and Linking of models: leads to new multiscale science, enable to model phenomena that cannot be described by one scale alone
3. Validation: to deliver information on the applicability and accuracy of modelling (and in some cases augment modelling data with experimental sources)
4. Integration of models (using the OSP) and databases infrastructure (MMP/DB): enable the modelling of device and process level systems.

Cross correlation between different workflows and data can lead to standardised/harmonised approaches. Such a cross correlation, where both modelling data and sources are coupled is shown in Figure 2.
10.2 How do we get there?

The EMMC is to undertake road mapping exercises to identify the gaps to be filled in widening models and methods and prioritise them. It was suggested to reiterate a pure model improvement Call in WP 2018-2019, which is to be prepared by a Road Map on the issue. This could be justified by the huge number of proposals submitted for the 2014 Call (making the success rate very small). Therefore calls or actions targeted at “widening models” (where model is as defined in the modelling review brochure [3]). It is recognised that “extending simulation methods” to give more accurate and efficient solution strategies of existing models is part of the DG CNECT programmes. It is also recognized that error measures need to be treated (in conjunction with widening models and methods as well as with validation).

10.3 Actions

A CSA is recommended to set up a Road Map with an analysis of necessary material model development for specific problems relevant to industry need to be conducted. Existing mesoscopic modelling approaches should be categorised according to the most relevant features, namely the granular description, and those models without should be excluded. The Road Map should also include novel coupling and linking methods. The analysis should be conducted across the board.
11 Coordination of European developments on Interoperability of Software and Operational Simulation Platform

11.1 Where do we want to get?

Industrial problems can only be solved using several materials models together and there is a need to orchestrate the interplay of different software tools. Not only the interoperability of software but also their linking to experiment databased needs to be investigated. The combination of tools requires a standardised information exchange in order to be efficient. There is a need to coordinate the activities in this field conducted in EU projects and other activities so that communication standards can be agreed by all stakeholders. These projects each have developed their own standard and there is wide agreement that as many different standards exist, there exists basically no standard! An **EU wide action for communication standards is essential, otherwise EU software owners and manufacturers may be faced with de facto international standards that do not take into account the special needs and interests of EU software owners and manufacturers, posing a threat that may undermine their competitiveness.**

An open simulation platform will present an added value to the workflow of material design and is poised to increase the reliability of modelling. This should also support the integration of material modelling into business processes. Translators should participate in the standardization and open platform actions in order to express the needs of the industry that require that all the models and databases they need are smoothly operating together.

11.2 How do we get there?

There is a need to globally coordinate the specification of standards to avoid fragmentation. Some international activities within the Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) community to coordinate a global standard (JP, US, EU, KR, and IN) are on-going. To this end, active participation of software owners and manufacturers in setting the needs and requirements for acceptable standards is important. It is recognized that case studies are important to convince industry it is worthwhile to invest in material modelling.

A 10 year planning would involve (**Timeline: 2015-2025**):

1. creation of technical basis for Common universal/unified Data Structures (CUDS )
2. publication of the CUDS specifications
3. choosing a set of software tools covering all scales and developing wrappers for them
4. developing the metadata standard (e.g., keyword bases) for codes for models (defined as approximated physics equations)
5. assemble solvers used to solve the physics equations
6. assemble data processors like homogenisation tools including volume averaging etc.
7. assemble "estimator tools"

However wrappers and database technology could be worked out earlier.
11.3 Actions

A CSA is recommended to agree and promote communication standards (as a start, first at EU level) between EU software owners, manufacturers and modellers.

A RIA is recommended to design a new system that can integrate materials modelling components used in industry.

It is advised to allocate efforts in EU-LEIT projects on the use of standards and actively contribution to their development.

12 Validation of materials models

Industry requires validated material model workflows. Materials modeling should be an integral part of a Business Decision Support System. Thus quality attributes of the solution is determined by technical as well as business aspects (like time to solution and money to be invested). A facility to coordinate the necessary characterisation and validation methodologies is needed. This chapter deals with experimental data and its use to validate materials models. Databases are discussed separately in an earlier chapter.

12.1 Where do we want to get to?

It is emphasized that the curation of the experimental databases used is very important for the validation. This quality of the data needs to be continuously challenged to prevent stagnation of the use as reference data. For the validation of various models, tags are needed and high quality documentation of the experimental data.

Raw experimental data is suggested to be stored to allow modellers to do renewed validation exercises on the same data. The use-frequency of the data (number of downloads and possibly related activity, e.g., use by MMP components) will indicate its quality. In this way raw data will be disconnected from the interpretation. The availability of the data will actually allow, with the proper tools, to uncover new aspects to be investigated and conclusions to be drawn. The process how raw data was obtained needs to be specified. There is a need to make a distinction between primary proto raw data and processed data (proto data to which model was fitted).

The process how raw data was obtained needs to be specified. Efforts must be given to store also the workflow, so that data does not lose its relevance, or become 'bricked' i.e., useless, because it will become impossible to track it back.

The raw experimental data can be used in validation after the calculation of materials properties. This can be difficult and demands good theories, including homogenization. The generation of materials properties from the raw data is another field in need of development for industrial use and is an area of materials modelling which is often as challenging as the generation of the raw data itself. Tools need to be developed which extract the information from raw data which is standardised and linked.

Validation should be done against application ranges of industrial relevance. Translators may help to define such ranges. Since many models need experimental results for their initialization, validation should include sensitivities of the validation results against experimental uncertainties. These sensitivities may be transformed into a reliability analysis of the solution generated by...
modelling workflows.

Optimally, databases need to be expanded with the more accurate, reliable data as soon as the model/method development enables this.

12.2 How do we get there?
It should be agreed with all stakeholders what metadata is meaningful. Further research into this question is needed.

12.3 Actions
A CSA is recommended to design a validation infrastructure to enable:

1. Data handling, including data mining and linking data
2. Calculation of materials properties from the raw experimental data
3. Development of new test facilities/devices and experimental protocols adapted to the needs of validation.

RIAs or one large IA is recommended to develop the content of a virtual EU platform of laboratories able to carry out experiments and validation of models.

13 Design of Case Studies

13.1 Where do we want to get?
It is recognized that case studies are important to convince industry it is worthwhile to invest in material modelling. Use cases and case studies will also determine what features shall be integrated in the new generation system for material modelling and also how the user interface will look like. Likewise, use cases of the data is key to determining the requirements of the databases (validation, MMP, etc). Strategic coverage of Industrial demands should be ensured by the set of case studies. Keywords to classify the case studies categories should be agreed. These cases should be guided by the requirements of target industrial audience and should include:

1. Use of materials models and databases in an industrial environment
2. KPI models, benchmark problems

13.2 How we get there?
Translators may be able to identify Use Cases of modelling software tools including databases based on their experience with industry.

13.3 Actions
An initial set of case studies will be created by the EMMC. A CSA is proposed to elaborate further case studies.
14 Stimulation of academic software exploitation

14.1 Where do we want to get to?

The purpose of the LEIT programme is to transfer academically developed software to industrial use. It has been recognised that there is a need to produce better structures software and this holds in general for the code, data standards and integration of codes. Three phases in software development can be distinguished:

- **PHASE I: Exploratory phase (modelling)**

  In this phase new models are elaborated with new physics/chemistry, and the models are applied to one or two specific test cases. The development is more science oriented. Exploratory model development takes place mostly in academia. Software developed in this stage is typically not user-friendly and is often shared freely among specialists (mostly academics) through PhD and postdoc collaborations. IP protection is usually only covered by the academic code of conduct. The ideas are often the basis for literature articles.

- **PHASE II: new material modelling software**

  New material modelling software has been validated on a set of test cases and has thus proven wider applicability and the software has the ability to solve new problems of value for industry. The software is in a prototype phase. In the later stages of this phase, the software is used by a wider community and applied to a wider range of systems.

- **PHASE III: Commercial modelling software**

  The main target is the commercial scale-up of software for more than a small community of end-users. Companies ensure full validation, documentation, user-friendly interface, testing suites, durability and **long term support systems** are developed since the life span of the successful models is many decades.

The target of EU-LEIT research and innovation funding will be to reach Phase II in the projects since it will bridge the gap over the software valley of death. The results will be more easily picked up by Software Owners who take the development to Phase III, preferably in close collaboration with the original software developers if they wish to be part of the exploitation phase, as well as by Translators who use the code themselves in industrial research.

In order to decrease the weakness related to the discontinuity that usually take place when the initial developers are no longer active or leave the development team, or when the software is transferred from academia to commercial software developers, the software quality needs to be improved from the early stage. Use of data standards may also substantially contribute to ease of maintainability and sustainability of the software, lowering also the efforts needed to get to Phase III. Quality assurance on models and software should be implemented throughout the **academic and commercial** development process.

Quality is described in two ways:
• **Ability of the software to solve the initially defined problem:**
  - Is the solution precise?
  - Is the solution easy/possible to get in an industrial framework?
• **Software quality as defined by:**
  - Code design
  - Stability and resilience
  - Performance (CPU and memory requirements, etc.)

These qualities will mean that software is easy to maintain, understand, improve and adapt by any developers (not only the original creators).

In order for academically developed software to be employed by industry the software in Phase II should be developed based on the following quality recommendations:

• **proven wider applicability via validation on a set of fully documented test cases**
• **documented results obtained in collaboration with industrial users solving specific industrial problems**
• **documented accuracy/functionality proven in high profile academic publications (especially important in some markets,**
• **good numerical implementation, proven numerical stability (using test suites)**
• **good documentation of underlying equations and algorithms, validation cases, boundaries of validity, clear mapping of raw formula to code variables**
• **clear documentation of which version of the code was used to obtain what result and content of the next upgrades (not necessarily professional version control, though it is preferable)**
• **licence allowing commercial industrial use and exploitation, but still allowing academic modellers to enjoy the fruits of their work in the future, e.g., by partnering with commercial distributes**

Software engineering courses are recommended at the onset of the development process as there is a need to improve skills of academic modellers (physicists and chemists). This can be addressed by strengthening the link between academic developers and industrial development teams. Commercial software owners who base a substantial portion of their portfolio on academicals software have a genuine interest in supporting the development of such software and seek active participation in EU projects alongside the academics to ensure an early adoption of good software engineering practises. They could function as mentors of the PhD students. This should be required as a matter of course inside publicly funded projects. More widely this could be done by having a supported program for internships in software development companies.

Licensing schemes should be used that do not block commercial exploitation. Regarding licensing of software, it is of utmost importance that academic software developers receive better information on alternative licensing models that do not preclude commercial exploitation while protecting the original academic developer rights.
14.2 How do we get there?

Guidelines for good software engineering should be formulated and should be adhered to in projects.

Workshops on basic software writing should be recommended for new modellers as well as workshops on version control and testing suites.

There should be a stronger emphasis on the application of best practices, standards etc., in publicly funded project.

14.3 Actions

- SWO to organize a white paper on software quality and software engineering advice.
- TRL’s specifically designed for software development should be developed based on the H2020 TRLs
- The EMMC should make an inventory of the training on software engineering available.
- The EMMC should agree a whitepaper on licencing recommendations agreed with all stakeholders
- The EMMC should elaborate communication actions towards academic developers concerning drawbacks and pitfalls of different licensing schemes.
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